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!_-i1_ 'Tildf"P$aff's
LandscapesSensurround

by Hunter Drohojowska

he sculptural installarions of
Judy Pfafl uere described by the] poet,/critic John Ashber;- as "an

exhilarating meis. "
One would be hard put to get any closer

to lhe essence of this Nerr ]'ork artist's
wildly colorful, pyrotechnical displays.
During the past six years, Pfaff'-q installa.
l.ions hare evolved from roolni full of
angular, New Image-sty'led figures in
sparc, disjointed combrnarions. to more
compler, anarchic amalgamations. Piles
of wire and other industrial iunk were
suspended from the ceiling, or popped up
from the floor, to be secn against walls
painted in the colors and gestures of
Abstract Expressionisrn. The r,lewer
would experience a compiete room, the
visual equivalent ol Sensurround. Tlle
threedimensional elements against the
tgo-dimensional wall-painring set up an
optical ambiguity. dislocadng rhe viewer's

sense of time and place.
Pfalt's reputation fbr these energetic

enterprises brought her a commission
from the Brooklyn Academy of Music
during iasr year's Neu,Wave Festival. She
designed the sets for choreographer Nina
Weiner's "Wind Devils." It was the art-
ist's firsi experience with the stage, and
u,ith trying to confine her aesthetic chaos
to the boundaries of a proscenium stage.
That experience inspired, or at least in-
fluenced, her most recent sculptures on
view at the Daniel Weinberg Callery
through April 14.

These sculptures are unprecedented in
the arlist's oeuwe for their independence
as separale pieces. While they interact
with one another in the gallery, the
geseptation is as an exhibition rather than
an installa.tion. Each is a tablsau, more a
painting in three dimensional relief than a'
rculpture. ln other words, they look like
rt{ige sets. The elenients that -previously
ernpowered rshole rooms - landscaper

evoked by saturating sweeps of brilliant
color painted on the walls as a backdrop
to figures or forms - are now condensed,
rendered even more dynamic by their
focused force.

tT n. gallery is crouded with these fan-
I tastic forests, so cleverly articulated

they seem to grow before our eyes. The
largest work in the shorv retains
characteristics of Pfaff's earlier installa-
ticns, with many free-standing forms ex-
tending into the gallery. The background
consists of unpainted plywood sheets with
a hinged cutout of a tree which swings
outward to creaae both the image and its
absence.

Pfaff is a genitrs at manipulating
positive and negative space. She obsessive-
'ly details every square inch of a work to
make it come forward or recede before the
eye. When a viewer examines areas of the
work that are seemingly coneled -behind sorne cut-out shape, for inSance -



one finds them lreated wiih impressive

care.
The other "trees" in the large forest

have been built of wooden, aluminum,
and metal-net tubes, some of which are
brightly parnted. The bushes and scrub are
conveyed by tussocks of *'ire. A painted
"boulder" is supported against the ceiling
by a thin wire pillar. A -"cloud" 

is
rendered by a large, irregular oval of wire,
also on a thin pedestal. To one side, there
stands an actual, fat tree trunk, decorated
with black and white paint and a few
hatch marks, as though to juxtapose the
reality to the abstraction.

This random association of elements
achieves a landscape effect more concrete
than atmospheric. lt reads as clearly as a

Cezanne landscape where the trees are en-

tx{ned .,rith the mounuins and clouds ir,
slashes of paint. In this. and all of her
rvorks, Pfaff borrows her visual language
and gestures from an history. Like so
many ol her post-modern contemporaries,
she selects from u'hat exists as much as she
inlents, as though the world of art history
were no*' a plenum, too fuil for funher
formal innovation.

rft n. "foresl" at the lar end ot.the
-f, gallerl is a riot of Fautist color and

stroke, reminiscent of Andre l)erain. Un-
natural blues, reds and greens build up a

mountainous background frsm which
ja.gged planes jut oui and support
mu-ccular tube-trees in a druriken dance.

On the opposite wail of the gallery, the
forest is serene and stark. White and black
tree trunks, proudly verti l and bleak,
rise before a plyu,ood background, which
is slashed and hacked like a woodcut
block. The cool, somber ambience recalls
iandscapes of the l9th-century artist
Caspar David Friedrich. Pfaff may have
incorporated the woodcut technique to,
rsinforce the Teutonic impression.

Pfaff creates her works uith the sort of
intense spontaneity used by the action
painters of the 1950s, and she leans

t0\rards equai monumentalitY. The
elernents of each sc-ulprure were sent out
frcm her New York $udio and assembled

and altered here according 1rl the demands
of the gallery context. Aithough obviously
intellectual. Pfaffs compositional deci-
sions ar"e ultimately visceral. The language

of an history. which she so freel-v- borrow.s,
becomes a personal expression, taking ne*'
meaning through contefi and juxtaposi-

tion. Pfaff's wcrl,: has always becn smart

and appealitg, but this latex series, { think,
reaches a n*w rrv*el of sexirrcrion. I


